We use machine learning to drive growth and enhance customer service.

What progress will you make?

And technology is taking us further than ever before. We are accelerating the design and delivery of digital solutions that transform global finance, anticipate consumer trends and strengthen our cyber security defenses. FinTech is key to Citi making the right decisions at the right time - for clients, for employees, and for the business.

TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES

Our team sees Citi as a technology company with a banking license. And it's no wonder, when their work involves robotics, AI, biometrics, virtual reality, and new trading platforms. Join us and you will hone your agile development skills, program in the latest languages, develop a “cloud-first” mentality, and ultimately help maintain a network that moves trillions of dollars a day.

Join Citi and develop skills for global leadership with training and experiential learning opportunities in an inclusive culture of fairness.

jobs.citi.com
TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES

You’re ready to bring your knowledge from the classroom to the boardroom, and Citi wants to help you get there. Whether it’s honing your skills or building your network, we know that success can’t come without growth. Our programs equip you with the knowledge and training you need to play a valuable role on your team, and establish a long-term career here.

Citi’s 2022 Technology Summer Analyst and Full Time Analyst programs are now open for application in Budapest:
- 10-week Technology Summer Analyst Program: Learn more and apply here
- 2-year rotational Technology Full Time Analyst Program: Learn more and apply here

What is it like to start your career at Technology at Citi? Check out our video to learn more!

Why join us?
- We provide you an exceptional learning experience with competitive compensation package
- We offer transparent career routes and continuous career progression opportunities
- You will enjoy a supportive, inspiring, multinational working environment with flexible work options
- You will become part of a socially active community with diverse networking opportunities

Apply now to kick start your professional career!

jobs.citi.com
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